Sophos Cloud Security
Accelerate your business and ensure security enables
cloud transformation with Sophos. Secure cloud workloads,
data, apps, and access from the latest advanced threats
and vulnerabilities with the world’s most trusted cloud
cybersecurity platform, Sophos Central.

24/7 Cloud Threat Detection and Response

Highlights

Increase your security team’s efficiency with a single management view connecting
Sophos cloud security posture management, firewall and workload protection across
hybrid and public cloud environment. Backed by an elite team of security experts to
enable 24/7 threat protection, monitoring and response across your environment.

Ì Secure cloud workloads, data,
apps, and access

Hybrid Cloud Security Trusted by Millions

Ì Proactively prevent
misconfigurations and
security vulnerabilities

Sophos is trusted by millions of users to provide powerful and effective cybersecurity
solutions that are specifically designed to be accessible and manageable for any
organization. Available in a single, unified management console, Sophos Central, Sophos
threat protection, monitoring, and response solutions provide protection of on-premises
and cloud environments from the latest advanced threats and vulnerabilities.

Cloud Native Protection
Accelerate your business and protect cloud investments with Sophos cloud native
protection, covering Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform,
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Kubernetes clusters, container registries, and Infrastructureas-Code environments from the latest threats and vulnerabilities – while optimizing cloud
resource spend.

The Weight of Cloud Security Off Your Shoulders
Deploy and managed Sophos protection with an in-house IT security team, or connect
with experienced Sophos Cloud Security Provider partners around the world. Our flexible
approach means optimizing security and compliance posture, keeping data secure and
private while blocking advanced threats are goals you can easily achieve.

“We recognize that bad guys will work 24/7 and will attack
at the most inconvenient times. To support us, Sophos
is there 24/7 so my team doesn’t need to be,”
says Celayix Director of Software Engineering Dinesh Adithan.

Ì Automate threat protection of
public cloud environments

Ì 24/7 managed threat
response to continuously
monitor, analyze, and triage
security events
Ì Available in AWS and Azure
Marketplace
Ì Utilize budgeted security
spend to reach any cloud
provider contracted
consumption commitments

Sophos Cloud Security

Move Fast and Stay Secure

Cloud Workload Protection

Respond faster to security events related to your public cloud
environments. With Sophos, you get single cybersecurity
ecosystem combining SaaS email security, cloud security
posture management and compliance, firewall, cloud
workload and endpoint protection. Sophos Managed Threat
Response service continuously monitors cloud environments,
analyzes, and triages security events.

Wrap Sophos protection around host instances, serverless
environments, and container images to protect cloud
workloads, applications and data. Stop ransomware and
advanced threats with award-winning protection for cloud
server host instances with Sophos Intercept X for Server with
XDR for cloud workloads, scan container images for security
vulnerabilities with Sophos Cloud Optix, and build secure web
applications in serverless environments with SophosLabs
Intelix APIs providing automated threat lookups and antimalware scans.

Cloud Edge Firewall
Sophos High Availability cloud edge firewalls protect
environments from known and emerging network threats,
maintain web-application availability with WAF, and extend
your secure network to remote workers with flexible SD-WAN,
ZTNA, and VPN connectivity options to ensure organizations
can connect anyone, anywhere.

SaaS Email Security
Protect sensitive information – and your people – from
unwanted and malicious email threats, including phishing,
business email compromise attacks, and ransomware with
Sophos Email for Microsoft Office 365, Google Gmail, and any
SaaS email services where the organization manages the
domain.

Cloud Security Posture Management
Sophos Cloud Optix helps proactively reduce business
risk from unsanctioned activity, vulnerabilities, and
misconfigurations. This agentless service continually
monitors public cloud infrastructure to provide organizations
with visibility of deployed resources and IAM roles to detect
when accounts and configurations do not align to security
and compliance best practices, including CIS Foundations
Benchmarks, HIPAA, ISO 27001, PCI DSS, and SOC2
standards.

Backed by a Dedicated Team of Security
Experts
Automatically preventing the latest advanced threats is
step one. The Sophos Managed Threat Response service
team receives telemetry from these Sophos products to
enable 24/7 threat protection, monitoring, and response
across cloud environments. This experienced team detect
the weaker signals – suspicious behaviors and events – and
prevent them from compromising your data and systems.

Modernize Cybersecurity Procurement
Sophos cloud security is available via AWS Marketplace and
Azure Marketplace to help customers improve procurement
processes and match the speed of cloud while maintaining
governance, while at the same time counting towards any
cloud provider consumption commitments already in place.

Learn more or speak
with an expert
sophos.com/cloud
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